The Material World
with Quentin Cooper 

Quentin Cooper : A favourite tool of TV Science programmes and Hollywood Sci-Fi movies in recent years,has been the computer model,"here's how the first few seconds of the universe may have looked",or "Now Mr President,this shows what'll happen unless Bruce Willis stops that asteroid hitting Philadelphia".Using a computer simulation is a fine way to make something known but complex,much easier to grasp,but all that computer power can be used to make a more revealing kind of model,one that can tell scientists what they don't already know.University College London's just acquired a new high performance computer facility for their physical science departments,which is capable of carrying out 50 billion calculations per second.Give it an initial state and the relevant fundamental physical laws and it may,the idea is,supply what should happen next,enabling events on the smallest or grandest scales to be predicted and interpreted.Using simulations to tell you what experiments cannot,is a new,and potentially extremely rewarding way to approach a wide range of scientific disciplines,from optics to seismology,particle physics to astronomy. 
Well with me from University College London are Materials Physicist,Professor Mike Gillan,and Astronomer Dr Steve Miller,let's start with this acronym first which I haven't even mentioned,this facility is known as HYPERSPACE, hyperspace because? 

Mike Gillan : Well Quentin this actually stands for the high performance service for physics,astronomy,chemistry and Earth sciences. 

Quentin Cooper : You must have given yourselves a big pat on the back when somebody came up with that?! 

Mike Gillan : (laughs) Well,I think we were quite chuffed,I mean this basically came from nowhere,but we gratefully received it. 

Quentin Cooper : So how powerful is this...is hyperspace,if you're calling it that? 

Steve Miller : Well you've said it can do 50 billion calculations per second..... 

Quentin Cooper : Which is a wonderful statistic,but what does it mean? 

Steve Miller : Well I guess you can compare it with the kind of PCs that people have at home,and you're talking about the capability of doing probably a hundred times more calculations that your PCs at home.What's really important about this machine is it has a very large memory,it has a memory that's...I've just bought a new PC with 64 Megabytes of memory,this has 30 Gigabytes,30 billion bytes, that's 500 times more memory,and what's clever about this machine is that each one of the 72 processors that give us this computing power,can see the whole memory,so we can do some pretty big calculations. 

Quentin Cooper : And you need to do pretty big calculations? 

Steve Miller : We do need to to do pretty big calculations,yes.We're looking at events that happened on the atomic,but we need to calculate a great number of them,we're looking into events that happened the galactic scale or the,you know stellar,planetary scale,and we need to calculate at a large number of different positions in our galaxy,or in our star,or in our planet,so that we can really follow what's happening there. 

Quentin Cooper : But just....to keep with your PC metaphor,just as when one improves a PC and upgrades from your old 386 to your Pentium whatever it is megahertz processor,you can play your games at a.....you know better looking graphics,is it the same? You're approximating to a reality,and your approximations get better and better the more powerful your machine is? 

Steve Miller : Well that's true of any particular object,that we might be looking at,but for example,my interest is in modelling planets.I want to model Jupiter,at the moment it takes me a whole week to model one day one Jupiter which is only ten hours... 

Quentin Cooper : Can I just interrupt...? What do you mean? I mean you're not just saying here's a 3D thing that looks a bit like Jupiter,you're modelling the climate,you're modelling the rotation,you're modelling everything are you? 

Steve Miller : We're modelling everything together.We're modelling the interaction of Jupiter with the space environment it lives in,we're modelling things like the Aurorae,the winds at the top of the atmosphere,we've got the planet spinning round under the sun's radiation,and we're looking at the way it couples with it's space environment,which is very complex in a giant planet like Jupiter,very large magnetic fields,lot's of gas and dust,being swirled around with the planet,and electrical fields,enormous million amp electrical currents going through it,million volt electrical fields,typically in the top of the atmosphere in Jupiter. 

Quentin Cooper : I mean even if you described a computer that can do 50 million [Billion he said,not million -LB]calculations a second,doing an entire planet with all the conditions that prevail upon it,does seem....isn't that over stretching what you've got? 

Steve Miller : Well this is why it's taking us a week to do a ten hour simulation. We'd like,and we think with this new computer, we'll be able to maybe get to do the calculations in real time.But we're always making approximations.You start as you said,you feed in some fundamental physical equations and you say "Right,here's some starting conditions,here are the equations,get running for me",and these are physical equations and chemical equations in what we're doing,"How long can I leave you running ,before you start to run away and predict some unrealistic things?".So I need to sort of recalculate everything every few seconds. 

Quentin Cooper : And if you've got a real Jupiter out there why do we need a virtual one? 

Steve Miller : Right! That's...that's...Jupiter is Jupiter's best model,there's no question about that!But we can send space probes out there,and we have the Galileo probe there now,we have the Cassini probe going to Saturn,which will arrive in a few years,five years time and study Saturn,We can make observations from telescopes,time to time,during,you know the planets orbit and get various bits of information.But what we can do with the model is say "Well we're taking here really snapshots,now how do we put these snapshots together? How do we get from this picture of the planet to that picture of the planet?",and this is where our model tells us what's going on,and it tell us that if you observe this, then certain physical processes are going on that you can't observe directly,you can only see their effects,but if you've got the right equation,if you've got the right conditions simulated on the planet,you can say for example,"Ahh,I can see that the rotational energy of Jupiter,spinning round once every ten hours,is entraining a huge skirt,like a ballerina's skirt,that stretches out for 2-3 million kilometres and swirling that round with,and the way it does that is to generate a current of a million amps with a couple of million volts going through a tiny region in the top of the atmosphere where I can see a bright ring of auroral light.So I can actually see that auroral light,now I know what it is doing,because my model's telling me how it's working. 

Quentin Cooper : Steve,I think you took me half way to Jupiter there! I mean Mike,what are you hoping to do,with all the power that will be at your disposal? 

Mike Gillan : I think it's important to say that there are a number of physical science departments,so we have Physics,Chemistry and Earth Sciences,but I think one of the exciting projects going on at the moment is investigating the Earth's core and there are some really fundamental things we don't know about the Earth's core.Things like what it's made of ,how hot it is down there,and these are terribly important questions,because the Earth's core governs the dynamics of the Earth.There's a tremendous heat flowing out of the Earth's core and it causes spectacular things like the drift of continents,the eruption of volcanoes and earthquakes. 

Quentin Cooper : And do we know a lot in fine detail? I mean obviously Jules Verne probably wasn't right on the money,but apart from that do we know a lot about what's going on at the centre of the Earth? 

Mike Gillan : Well we don't know nearly enough.So there have been a lot of estimates.I mean this question of how hot it is down there,there has been all sorts of speculations,and one has to say,experimentalists have worked very hard on this question,but there's still an awful lot of uncertainty,and you cannot make good models of the dynamics of the Earth if you,if you don't know a fundamental thing like,what's the temperature at the centre of the Earth. 

Quentin Cooper : So what do you tell hyperspace in order to get useful data out of it? 

Mike Gillan : Well the principle...I think a lot of these projects are really working on the principle...we know basically the physical laws,and...but it's....the problem is that you're dealing with such complex situations,that you need enormous number crunching power to make these physical laws work for you and to actually deduce their consequences.In the case of the Earth's core,what we're doing is,we're using fundamental quantum mechanics which governs how matter behaves on the atomic scale,and we're building up from there to calculate the properties of materials under these stupendous pressures and temperatures, because of course we're talking about really,really extreme conditions down there.I mean the temperature seems to be about the temperature of the sun,the pressure down there is about 3 million times the pressure we have at the surface of the Earth.So we're talking about conditions that are exceedingly difficult to reproduce in the lab,and the way to go here is to us the fundamental physical laws of quantum mechanics which we know to be true,to calculate up from there,and to try and predict the properties of materials under these conditions. 

Quentin Cooper : And then ultimately,presumably there will be signs from the way the Earth actually is to try and see whether what you've predicted is valid? 

Mike Gillan : Absolutely we're not working in the dark here.So there are a lot of experimental indications and for example seismic measurements,people observing earthquakes and how the waves caused by earthquakes travel through the Earth,we do have an enormous amount of information,so we're definitely not working in the dark,and we always need to cross check against what people have 
measured. 

Quentin Cooper : And although you've used earthquakes as a way to check your data,will it also be possible the data will also let us check on earthquakes eventually? 

Mike Gillan : Absolutely,I think a very important here is that the whole of science is a kind of interconnected web,nobody is working in a vacuum,and so I think that it's very much a community effort.There are experimentalists working on all kinds of techniques,and our side,we're working very hard on the computational problems, but we all need to talk to each other to make sure that our models 
make sense,and to make sure that we're all consistent with each other. 

Quentin Cooper : Steve any other practical applications expected to come out of this? I mean not that I'm saying understanding the atmosphere of Jupiter isn't practical,but in terrms on industrial or commercial applications? 

Steve Miller : I don't think astronomers are particularly looking to commercial applications.I guess what you can say is that because the objects we deal with are vast and complicated then we do a very good job at programming.You can have a good computer,and you can put stupid programmes in it and you will get stupid answers back out.Even with big computers,you're still always wishing you had 
more,and the best way to get more,is to program more effectively,now that's important for training people,writing the programs that,you know,maybe predicting our weather.They are writing programs that are trying to look at the way that what's happening on the sun interacts with the top of our atmosphere here on Earth,because that can be important for what happens to communications 
satellites.If we have a storm on the sun it blasts a huge amount of gas out towards our Earth interacts with the top of our atmosphere and you can have communication satellites knocked out,all sorts of other effects.So direct commercial applications I think is less what we're doing in astronomy.But we 
are training people,and we're also looking at,sort of interactions that can be important and have commercial consequences. 

Quentin Cooper : I mean you always want to be able to...you always want a more powerful one because ultimately in order to understand everything in the universe,you need to understand everything in the universe,I mean you want to put all the variables into the machine somehow. 

Steve Miller : Yes, I mean er....one of the challenges from my point of views is the fact that recently we found that there are planets orbiting stars near our own.These planets live in incredibly hostile environments.Jupiter is a dynamic enough one,but these planets are bigger than Jupiter,they are a hundred times closer there central star,so they're being bombarded by radiation and fields of 
particles,huge winds that make our own solar wind look like a little breeze,you know,we need more to be able to compute what's happening on those planets realistically. 

Quentin Cooper : I mean Mike are we seeing a big shift towards maths as a key analytical tool in the physical sciences? 

Mike Gillan : Well I think maths has always been very important,and of course it was really Newton who discovered this,and I think this was a stunning discovery that you could actually use maths to understand the universe,but it's definitely becoming more and more important,and so what's happening now,is that maths is being applied in more and more areas [All the more reason to be conversant with 
it -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Dr Mike Gillan and Dr Steve Miller,thanks for a stimulating and a simulating discussion.Next week fine tuning fine wines.Vineyards hoping to produce a fruity beauty with just a hint of vanilla and an after taste of cold scampi,used to rely on finding exactly the right combination of grapes,soil,sun and nurturing from those skilled vineyard owners.Now though some have begun 
molecularly engineering the wine to produce exactly the flavours and characteristics they want.So next week giving your vintage an advantage on Material World.



